
 

 
Job Description 

 

 

Job Title:  Product Marketing Executive 

Department:  Ecommerce 

Reporting to:  Product Marketing Manager  

 

The Brand 

 

Founded in 1985, MATCHESFASHION.COM is a multichannel online luxury business. 

Headquartered in London, Matches continues to create new opportunities for growth and 

development.  

 

At MATCHESFASHION.COM we firmly believe that our customer is at the centre of everything we 

do and insist that each and every customer has a luxury experience from the first moment of 

contact right through to the after sales experience and support.  

 

Every staff member, regardless of their role within the business, must always have the customer 

at the forefront of their thoughts and all actions must contribute to providing luxury experience of 

the highest standard which sets MATCHESFASHION.COM apart from all others. 

 

Key Objectives: 

 

MATCHESFASHION.COM are looking for a highly commercial individual with a keen eye for detail 

to join our Product Marketing team. The Product Marketing Executive will be responsible for 

ensuring that all products are correctly categorised on the site and enabling cross selling 

opportunities to be optimized to maximise product exposure to the customer. Sitting in the 

ecommerce team you will report into our Product Marketing Manager and liaise closely with the 

studio, editorial and buying departments.  

 

Main duties and Responsibilities: 

 

 Apply product classifications prior to upload and spot check once live using the filter tabs 

ensuring product placement is logical for the customer.  

 Make final checks in staging of all product pages prior to upload ensuring product 

imagery, size & fit information and product descriptions are accurate. Resolve any errors 

in time for upload or arrange reshoots for the following upload.  

 Once product is live, carry out strategic checks to ensure images, sub-categories and 

colour categories are correct. Amend any issues in Quantiv and notify VM and 

Merchandising teams.  

 Update empty “Style it With” slots on upload with relevant product. Once live monitor 

products to ensure all spaces are filled to maximize product exposure and cross-selling 

opportunities. 

 Monitor returns report and brief in changes to product descriptions, online VM and Size & 

Fit where necessary to reduce customer returns.  

 Mange onsite colour associations adding in relevant product relationships on upload so 

alternative colour options are visible on product pages. 

 Manage Coming Soon product and review Goods In report to ensure relevant product is 

added into Just In once in stock. 

 Monitor product page views using analytics and action changes to categories, online VM 

and ‘style it with’ to increase visibility and cross selling opportunities.  

 Monitor product page conversion rates and brief in changes to product descriptions, size 

& fit and reshoots where necessary to increase sales. 



 

 Conduct daily audits of the site to check product is being surfaced, is attractively 

presented and that everything is correctly classified and merchandised. 

 Add necessary slugs and attributes to products once uploaded by the product writers in 

Quantiv.  

 Support the Product Marketing Manager with any ad-hoc requests. 

 

Essential skills & requirements: 

 

 Highly commercially aware, with creative flair and knowledge of fashion designers and 

brands. 
 Customer focused, with the ability to think globally.  

 Highly computer literate, experience with CMS and back office systems desirable  

 Excellent time management skills  

 Ability to identify problems, demonstrate use of initiative and implement appropriate 

solutions.  

 A keen eye for detail 

 Be able to carry out your role to the highest standards under pressure 

 Graduate (or equivalent) with proven experience  
 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment then 

please apply with a CV, and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period.  

  


